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ON THE p-ADIC HEIGHTS
OF SOME ABELIAN VARIETIES

HIDEO IMAI

ABSTRACT. For an abelian variety defined over an algebraic number field,

different definitions of p-adic heights have been given by several authors. In

this note, we shall prove that the p-adic height defined by A. Néron and that

by P. Schneider coincide.

1. In this section we shall recall briefly the construction of p-adic heights. Let

K be a finite extension field of the p-adic rational number field Qp, where p is a

prime number. Let 0 be the integer ring of K, p the maximal ideal of 0, and let

k = 0/p be the residue field of 0. Let A be an abelian variety of dimension d

defined over K, S = id^ the identity map of A. Let 0 be the identity point of A and

let ii,..., t¿ be a p-admissible system of local coordinates of A at 0 in the sense of

A. Néron; namely, ti,... ,tj are K-rational functions on A which constitute a local

coordinate system at 0 and their reductions modulo p are fc-rational functions on

A Xq k also constitute a local coordinate system at the identity point of A Xq k.

Let A{K) be the group of if-rational points of A and let U be an open neigh-

borhood of 0 in A{K). A function $ : U —► K is called 0-analytic on U if for a € U

we have

$(a) = <h{t1{a),...,td{a)),

where <f> = 4>{ti, ... ,t¿) is a (¿-variable power series with coefficients in 0 which

converges at (ii(a),..., td{a)) for all a 6Í/.

A /¿"-rational divisor A on A is called disjoint from 0 mod p if any component of

the set obtained from the reduction mod p of the support of A does not contain

the identity point of A Xq k.

For a subgroup G of A{K), let A = Z[G] be the group ring of G with coefficients

in Z, which is also the group of 0-cycles with components in G. Let / C A be

the augmentation ideal of A; i.e., the ideal generated by the cycles of the form

(a) — (0) with a G G. Let I2 C A be the ideal generated by the cycles of the

form {a + b) - (a) - (6) + (0) with a, b G G. As (a + b) - (a) - \b) + (0) =
((a) — (0)) * {{b) — (0)), where * is the multiplication in A, I2 coincides with the

square of /; I2 — {a * b\a, b G /}.

A divisor and a 0-cycle are called disjoint if their supports are disjoint. For

a divisor A = div(/) linearly equivalent to 0, and a 0-cycle a G I which are

disjoint, we define a pairing [A, a] by [A, a] = n/(at)m* f°r a = £m¿(aí)' as

usual. For a divisor A algebraically equivalent to 0 and a 0-cycle a = V^ m¿(a¿), let

A * a = V^mjA^, where Aai is the translate of A by a¿, and let a~ = ^m¿(—a¿).

If a € /, then A * a is linearly equivalent to 0. So for a = b * c 6 I2, A algebraically
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equivalent to 0, the value [A * b~, c] has a meaning. We define the pairing [A, a]

by [A, a] = [A * b~~, c]. By a certain reciprocity law, this pairing is known to be

well defined.

In [4], A. Néron has shown the following fact: Let G be an open subgroup

of A{K) such that í¿(o) G p0 îor a G G, i — l,...,d, where ti,...,t<j are p-

admissible system of local coordinates of A at 0. Let A be a if-rational divisor on

A algebraically equivalent to 0 and disjoint from 0 mod p. Then for a G I = Ig,

0a,o(û)=  lim [A,p»a -p^a]1/p"
L>—>0O

converges and satisfies 0'AO{0) — 1, 0'AO{a) = [A, a] for a G I2. The function

^A,o(a) ~ ^A,o((a) ~~ (0)) on a G G is an O-analytic function with values in 1+pO

(cf. [4, Théorème and its proof]).

In general, for a K-rational divisior A not necessarily disjoint from 0 mod p, take

a if-rational function f on A such that div(/) + A = A' is disjoint from 0 mod p,

andputÖAo(a) = ÖA,0(a)/(a)-1.

REMARK. Note that for a divisor A = div(/) linearly equivalent to 0, Neron's p-

adic theta function 6'A0 differs from the function / slightly (cf. [4, §4(b)]). So there

are some ambiguities in the above definition of 6'A 0 in the case of A not disjoint

from 0 mod p. However from op. cit., for a G 1, 6'A 0{a) is defined up to units so

this ambiguity disappears when we take the image of 6'A 0(a) by a homomorphism

which is trivial on the unit group.

In §3 we shall prove the following Proposition.

PROPOSITION. Let fi be the completion of the algebraic closure of K, R the

integer ring of Q, and m the maximal ideal of R. Let A{R) = {a G A(Q)|r,(a) G m,

i = 1,... ,d}. Assume that A has ordinary good reduction mod p. Let A be a K-

rational divisor on A algebraically equivalent to 0 and disjoint from 0 mod p. Then

the limit

6'Afi{a)= lim [A,p'a-p'Sa}1^

converges for a = (a) - (0) with a G A{R), and 0'AO{a) = d'A0{{a) — (0)) defines an

O-analytic function on A{R) with values in 1 + m, satisfying 6'A 0(a) = [A, a] for

a G I2 = P\IR,- Moreover, 0'A 0 is the unique O-analytic function on A{R) which

satisfies 0'AO{a) = [A, a] for a G I2.

A. Néron has extended his p-adic theta function 6'A 0 to A{K) in the following

way. Let A be a K-rational divisor on A algebraically equivalent to 0 and let

a = (a) — (0) be a 0-cycle disjoint from A with a G A{K). Let m be the exponent

of the finite group A{K)/G {G is an open subgroup of A{K) such that ¿,(a) G pO

for a G G, i = 1,..., d). Then define the extension 6'A0 of 6'A0 by

[A, ma - mea] = oAi0(o)mflAi0(m¿a)_1.

S° ^a o(a) = Q'a o((a) — (0)) 1S defined up to mth root of unity (with value in the

algebraic closure of K).

Now let K be an algebraic number field of finite degree. Let A be an abelian

variety defined over K. For a nonarchimedean prime v of K, let Kv be the com-

pletion of K at v, 0V the integer ring of Kv, pv the maximal ideal of 0V, and let
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kv = 0v/pv be the residue field at v. Let A^ be the group of finite ideles of K;

i.e., A£ is the restricted direct product Yl K* where the product ranges through

all of the nonarchimedean primes of K and {xv) is in A^ if xv G 0* for all but a

finite number of primes v. We have a canonical homomorphism Kx —> A^- and we

identify Kx with its image. Let p be a fixed prime number such that A has ordinary

good reduction at all primes of K over p. Let p : A£ —> Zp be a nontrivial contin-

uous homomorphism which is trivial onKx corresponding to a Zp-extension of K

by the class field theory. For a nonarchimedean prime v, let pv be the component

of p at v.

Let A be a if-rational divisor on A algebraically equivalent to 0 and a G A{K),

which are disjoint. For a nonarchimedean prime v, we can construct the t;-adic theta

function 9A 0 v{a) substituting A, Kv instead of A, K in the above construction.

Then A. Néron's p-adic height corresponding to the homomorphism p is defined

h-A,p{a) = J2Pv(Ö'A,o,v{a))i

where the summation ranges through all of the nonarchimedean primes of K, and

as 0'A 0 v{a)m G K* for some m, we put

Pv{0'A,o,v{a)) = ^(0A,o»m)-

It can be shown that this function is well defined and depends only on the linear

equivalence class of A.

Let A' = Pic {A) be the dual abelian variety. Then we obtain a pairing from

A{K) x A'{K) to Qp by putting

(a,cl(A))jv = hA,p{a),

here cl(A) is the image of A in A'.

Next we recall the construction of P. Schneider's p-adic height pairing (as P.

Schneider's p-adic height pairing coincides with Mazur and Tate's p-adic height

pairing (cf. [3, §4.4]), we recall the latter).

Let K be an algebraic number field of finite degree and A an abelian variety

defined over K. Let 0 be the integer ring of K and let A be the Néron model of A

over 0. Let A0 be the connected component of the identity of A and let A' be the

dual abelian variety of A. For a if-rational divisor A of A algebraically equivalent

to 0 there corresponds an extension X of A0 by the multiplicative group Gm over

0 (cf. [1, §1]);

(1) 0^Gm-X^°->0.

Here we note that for an extension field L of K, the group of L-rational points

X{L) of X may be described as follows (cf. [3, p. 210]): X{L) is the set of pairs

{a,c) where a is a 0-cycle of degree 0 with L-rational components and c € Lx;

c{a, 1) = (a,c), (ai,ci)(a2,c2) = (ai + a2,ciC2), when {a,c) maps to 0 G A{L)

(i.e., when a G I2 is Néron's notation recalled as before), then {a,c) = (0, [A, a]c).

For a G A{L), the map a a ■ 81-* ((a) — (0), 1) defines a if-rational section of it, and

tTA is regular on A(L)\|A|.

Let p be a fixed prime number such that A has ordinary good reduction at the

primes of K over p.  Let p: A^- —> Zp be a nontrivial continuous homomorphism
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which is trivial on ifx corresponding to a Zp-extension of if, where A^- is the

group of finite ideles of if as before. For a nonarchimedean prime v of if, let pv be

the component of p at v.

By considering the if„-rational points of (1) we obtain the following exact se-

quence:

0 - if * - X{KV) -» A{KV) -* 0

(note that Hl{R,Gm) = 0 for a local ring R). In [3, Theorem (1.5)], Mazur and

Täte have constructed a canonical p„-splitting ippv: X{KV) —> Qp for the above

exact sequence (in our case, canonical ^„-splitting is the restriction to the fiber at

cl(A) G A'(if ) of their canonical p„-splitting of the biextension of A{KV) x A'{KV)

by Ky)- We recall that a homomorphism ipPyV : X{KV) —> Qp is called a ¿»„-splitting

if it satisfies

ipp,v{cx) = pv{c) + 4>p,v{x)    for c G if*, x G X{KV).

(The characterizing property of canonicalness will be explained later.)

Now let a G A{K) and take a point x G X{K) mapping to a. Mazur and Täte

have defined their p-adic height pairing by

(a,cl(A))s = ^ipp^x),

where the summation ranges through the nonarchimedean primes of if. Here we

note that the sum on the right is well defined and independent of the choice of x

and depends only on the linear equivalence class of A.

2.  The result of this note is the following Theorem.

THEOREM. Let K be an algebraic number field of finite degree and A an abelian

variety defined over if. Let p be a prime number such that A has ordinary good

reduction at all primes of K over p. Let p: A^- —> Zp be a nontrivial continuous

homomorphism trivial on if*, corresponding to a Zp-extension of if. Then for

a G A{K) and A a K-rational divisior on A algebraically equivalent to 0, we have

(a,c\{A))N = (a,d{A))s.

PROOF. Let the notations be the same as in §1. Let tibea nonarchimedean

prime of if. We take a divisor from the linear equivalence class of A, which is

disjoint from 0 mod v for all primes v over p (for simplicity, we write this divisor

by A). We compare the local components of Néron's and Schneider's p-adic height

pairings.

First ,ve treat the case where v is a prime not above p. In this case pv is trivial

on 0* as p is continuous. Let q be the residue characteristic of v, and let G be

an open subgroup of A°{0V) such that tt{a) G qOv for a G G, i — 1,..., d; here

íi,... ,t¿ are u-admissible systems of local coordinates of A at 0.

If A = div(/) is linearly equivalent to 0, then from [3, (2.2.2)], we have

ipp\v{{&, 1)) F= Pv{f{<*)) for a G I — Iq, whenever the right-hand side is defined. On

the other hand from the Remark before the Proposition in §1 (cf. also [4, §4(b)]),

Pv{0'A,o(a)) ^Pv{f{a))-

In general let A be a divisor algebraically equivalent to 0. Take a if^-rational

function on A such that div(/) 4- A = A' is disjoint from 0 mod v. We consider the

objects of !§1 defined with respect to A'-  Now in the case we are considering, the
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characterizing property of canonicalness of pv-splitting is that ipP}V = 0 on X{0V),

where X is the extension of A0 by GTO corresponding to A'. Let m = [A(if„) : G],

where G is an open subgroup of A°{0V) as above. Then we have for a = {a) — (0),

a G A{KV).

tpp,v{{a, 1)) = —4>p,v{{ma, 1))
m

= -^,«((0.[A',mii-máo])) H-ibpv{{m6a,l))
m m

= —pv{[A',ma-m6a\),
m

as m6a has support in A°{0V).

On the other hand from the equation defining the t>-adic theta function 9'A, 0 „,

we have

—pv{[A',ma-m6a\) = pv{ÖA>,o,v{a)),

as 0A',o,v(mo'a) e l + qOv.

From the multiplicativity of the local pairings with respect to A, we see that

in this case the local components of Néron's and Schneider's p-adic height pairings

coincide.

In the case when v is a prime over p, we consider the fiber at v of the exact

sequence (1). Taking the formal completion along the maximal torus of the special

fiber (we denote this completion by superscript t) we obtain the following exact

sequence (cf. [3, §5])
0 -* G^ -» Xt -» A' -> 0.

Mazur and Täte have proved that the above exact sequence has a unique splitting

ip: X* —> G^. The characterizing property of canonicalness of p^-splitting is that

i>p,v — Pv ° ip on Xt{0v). Now take the formal completion along the 0-section of

the special fiber of the exact sequence (1) (we denote this completion by X etc.);

we obtain the following exact sequence:

0^Gm^X-*A-+0.

Let Qv be the completion of the algebraic closure of if„, Rv the integer ring of

n„, and let m„ be the maximal ideal of R^. Considering the i?„-valued points we

obtain the following exact sequence:

(2) 0^1 + mv^X{Rv)^Â{Rv)^0.

From Mazur and Tate's splitting ip: X1 —> G^, we obtain a splitting ip': X{Ru) —>

1 + mv of the above exact sequence. Now A is disjoint from 0 mod v. From the

Proposition in §1, for a = {a) — (0) with a G A{RV),

0A!o»=  lim [A,p-a-p-ôa}1^

converges and defines an 0„-analytic function on A{RV). From 9AOv{a) = [A, a]

for a G I2, by putting a = (a 4- b) - (a) - (6) + (0) with a, b G A{RV) we have

0,A,oAa + b)9'Afi,v{a)~10,A,o,v{br1 = [A,a]=<T*(a + b)<T*(a)-1<r*(b)-1;
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here cta: a i—> ((a) — (0), 1) is the if-rational section of 7r: X —► A such that

cta(0) = 1. Hence trA • 9Aqv: A{Rv) —> X{Rv) is a section of (2) as abstract

groups. As 6'A 0 v is c\-analytic and aA is if-rational, from [8, (4.2), Corollary 1],

C'A • &Âo v *s m ^ac^ a f°rmal group homomorphism defined over 0V . We define

ip" : X(li)-+ 1 + mv by

^"W = x/(aA-^-â>v(ir(x))))

then t/V' is a splitting of (2) as abstract groups. As ip' ■ xp _1 is trivial on 1 + ra„,

it induces a formal group homomorphism tp' ■ yj ~1 : A —> Gm defined over 0V

(cf. ibid.). We need the following Lemma.

LEMMA. Let A be the formal group of an abelian variety defined over Kv, which

has good reduction mod v. Then any formal group homomorphism <p: A —+ Gm

defined over 0V is trivial.

PROOF OF THE LEMMA. If <p were nontrivial, there should exist a surjective

homomorphism yb such that <f> = yjm for some m (cf. [8, (4.2), Corollary 1]). The

reduction mod v of the homomorphism tp is a surjective homomorphism of formal

groups over kv, ip/kv : A/kv —> Gm/kv. Consider the characteristic polynomials of

the Frobenius endomorphism of kv over kv acting on these p-divisible groups over

kv (cf. [2, §4.e]). The multiplicativity of the characteristic polynomials and the

Riemann-Weil hypothesis lead to a contradiction.

By the Lemma, yj' = tp". We apply the Mazur-Tate's construction of p-adic

height pairing recalled as before. Let m = [A{KV) : A{0V)}, which is the cardinality

of the group of rational points of the special fiber of A at v. As before, let a =

(a) — (0). Then we have

tpp,v{{a, 1)) = — ipp,v{{ma,l))

= —pv{[A,ma -m6d\) -\-pv oip'{{m6a,l))
m m

= —pv{\A,ma — m6a}) -\-pv oxjj"{crA{ma))
m m

= —pv {[A, ma-moa}) H-pv o9'AOv{ma)
m m ' '

= Pv{0'Aß,v(^))-

So yjPtV{{a, 1)) = pv{9'A 0 „(a)) for ail nonarchimedean primes v. The Theorem is

proved.

3. In this section we prove the Proposition of §1. Let the notations be the

same as in the Proposition. Let / be the if-rational function on A such that

div(/) = (p¿)_1A — pA, /(0) = 1. We expand / as a power series in t\,... ,t¿ near

0, then from [4, p. 158], we see that / G 0[[ti,... ,i<i]] and / — 1 = 0 (moddeg2).

Also from the arguments used in ibid. p. 158, to prove the convergence of 9'A 0, it

suffices to show that for a G A{R), ordp{{f{p"a) — l)/pv) diverges to oo as v —> oo,

where ordp is the additive valuation such ordp(p) = 1. Let A be the formal group

of A, and let I be the integer ring of the completion of the maximal unramified
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extension of if. Then À is isomorphic to G^ over I. Hence A{R) ~ (1 + m)d over

I. As this isomorphism may be expressed by some invertible power series, we see

that ordp(rî(p!/a)) = ordp((l + z)p — 1) for some z G m. We expand (1 + z)p with

binomial coefficients (pr ). For r < p"_1, using the fact that ordp(r!) = YL'k=o\rIPk\^

where [x] is the largest integer such that [x] < x, after some computations we have

ordp (pr ) = v — ordp(r). Hence

ordp((l + z)p   — 1) > Minip1"-1 ordp z, v - ordpr + rordp2),

where r ranges from 1 to p"_1 — 1.

As ordp(í¿ (p"a)) satisfies similar inequality, we see that

ordp{{f{pua) - l)/p") >Min(2p'/-1ordp(2¿) - v,v - 2ordpr + 2rordp(2¿)),

where r ranges from 1 to pv~x — 1, i ranges from 1 to d, and z% are elements in m.

From ordp(zi) > 0, we see easily that the right-hand side of the above inequality

diverges to oo when v —* oo.

When ordp(z¿) ranges through a compact subset of {x G R|i > 0}, this conver-

gence is uniform. Hence 9A 0 defines an O-analytic function on A{R).

Now let a = {a + b) - {a) - {b) + (0) G I2. By Néron's result we have 9'A 0{a) =

[A, a] for a, b G A{R) sufficiently close to 0 (cf. [4, Théorème]). For a fixed b, both

sides of the above equation are given by power series in coordinates of o. Hence we

have 0'A 0(o) = [A, a] for all a G i2. Uniqueness is clear from the Lemma in §2.
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